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Abstract— Roboticists are grappling with how to address
privacy in robot design at a time when regulatory frameworks
around the world increasingly require systems to be engineered
to preserve and protect privacy. This paper surveys the top
robotics journals and conferences over the past four decades
to identify contributions with respect to privacy in robot
design. Our survey revealed that less than half of one percent
of the ~89,120 papers in our study even mention the word
privacy. Herein, we propose privacy preserving approaches for
roboticists to employ in robot design, including, assessing a
robot’s purpose and environment; ensuring privacy by design
by selecting sensors that do not collect information that is not
essential to the core objectives of that robot; embracing both
privacy and performance as fundamental design challenges
to be addressed early in the robot lifecycle; and performing
privacy impact assessments.
Index Terms— privacy, privacy by design, robotics, robot design, sensor selection, compliance, privacy impact assessments.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Since the founding of the first robotics journal in 1982 [1],
robotics has continued to grow as a field, with more journals
and conferences supporting the growing number of scholars
and advances in this field. Over 89,120 documents have been
published in the top robotics conferences and journals since
1982. These documents represent efforts from many different
engineering and scientific disciplines, and form the basis for
our survey of privacy in robot design.
This paper surveys the top robotics journals and conferences over the past four decades to identify potential
contributions with respect to privacy in robot design. We
provide initial design recommendations to aid roboticists as
they mitigate the risks that emerge when privacy is not
a fundamental design consideration. We propose several
approaches for roboticists to employ to address privacy,
including: carefully assessing a robot’s purpose and work
environment; cautiously selecting sensors so as to not over
collect information that is not essential to the core objectives
for a given robot; embracing privacy and performance not
as orthogonal considerations, but as fundamental design
challenges that should both be addressed early in the robot
lifecycle; and performing privacy impact assessments to
systematically design privacy in from the onset. Perhaps the
most significant contribution of our survey, as captured by
the title above, is that to ensure privacy by design, a robot
should be equipped with the least invasive set of sensors
needed to accomplish a particular task.
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In the United States, privacy has evolved as a field since
1890 when Warren and Brandeis published their seminal
article “Right to Privacy” in the Harvard Law Review [2]
in which they discuss how a new technology—the Eastman
Kodak “snap camera” that allowed the general public to
take candid photos in public places—was eroding privacy.
Fast forward to 2020 where stand-alone and connected video
cameras are now ubiquitous. In the past, humans were needed
to process film photos and video, and non-trivial material
costs were associated with their reproduction and dissemination. Today, we enjoy nearly-zero-cost data copying and
transmission. Yet, the privacy concerns raised by Warren
and Brandeis still exist today and are compounded by the
ubiquity of cameras as well as myriad sensors.
Debates about “reasonable expectations of privacy” are
now global. In the United States, the Fourth Amendment
limits government access to information that has not been
disclosed to a third party as well as protections from
warrantless searches [3]. The U.S. Supreme Court ruled in
Carpenter v. United States [4] that the Fourth Amendment
can protect individuals from continual, unconsented, and/or
unwarranted surveillance in public through GPS and cell
phone technology. In Europe, every system—including a
robot—that records information about individual Europeans
must comply with the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) [5]. The GDPR requires organizations to protect
personal data once explicit permission has been granted to
do so by individuals about whom information is collected.
Globally, data protection officials from over 60 countries
recently expressed their concern about robotics, artificial
intelligence, and machine learning due to the technologies’
unpredictable outcomes and the subsequent privacy impacts
thereof [6]. As of January 2019, 132 countries now have
data privacy laws [7]. Given this global regulatory climate,
engineers must design robots with these privacy protections
as a fundamental system requirement.
The robotics literature does not address how to translate general privacy principles or codify privacy law into
into technical requirements [8], yet the software engineering community recognizes both as part of software design
[9][10][11][12][13]. Compliance with privacy regulations
and robotic system performance are usually discussed as
orthogonal considerations, yet the ability to operationalize
relevant regulatory frameworks so as to inform robot system
design is increasingly important. We now discuss our efforts
to better understand how scientists, engineers, and scholars
address privacy in robot design; highlight specific challenges;
and propose approaches that can aid roboticists in designing
privacy-aware and regulatory-compliant systems.
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II. R ELATED W ORK
Privacy means different things to different people, as
evidenced by the various definitions adopted by roboticists.
Both Carnivale and Ienca et al. adopt Warren and Brandeis’
definition—“the right to be let alone” [14][15]. Lee et al.
[16] employ Solove’s Taxonomy of Privacy [17] and define
privacy as “an individual’s right to have control over her
own data.” Kim et al. [18] employ the Google Dictionary
definition of privacy—“the state or condition of being free
from being observed or disturbed by other people” [19].
Patompak et al. adopt Reuben et al.’s definition—“the ability
of an individual or group to separate themselves and thereby
express themselves selectively” [20][21]. Cawthorne et al.
view privacy as “the ability to determine what information
about one’s self can be communicated to others” [22].
Wellman et al. view privacy as “the degree that information
known specifically to individual agents is not revealed to the
others” [23]. It is also important to consider how the humans,
for which we design robots, define privacy.
Ethics, safety, and concerns about privacy and security are
increasingly vital considerations in robot design. Roboethics
as a field contends with the complex economic, ethical, and
social issues that arise with the proliferation of advanced
robotics [24]. Morante et al. proposed “cryptobotics” as a
new field to address the need for incorporating safety and security in robots [25]. In 2017, Reuben et al. held a workshop
at the ACM/IEEE International Conference on Human-Robot
Interaction (HRI) to identify future directions for a proposed
research area called “privacy-sensitive robotics” [21].
Limited research in the robotics literature addresses privacy and/or security. Kim et al. propose a privacy-focused
architecture for an unmanned aerial system (UAS). Video
and metadata from the UAS is encrypted and sent to a
cloud-based “privacy server,” which decrypts the transmitted
information and filters the data according to both pre-defined
and user-adjustable privacy policies [18]. Butler et al. ran
an empirical study measuring human subjects’ performance
when teleoperating a robot using privacy-filtered images.
Practicing a task allowed these subjects to mitigate the loss in
information from the privacy-filtered images, demonstrating
that both performance and privacy can be achieved [26].
Exploring privacy in robotics from a philosophical standpoint, Carnivale argues the coming generations of robots
will affect the structure of societies, and privacy should be
a “means to achieving” the creation of robots that affect
society to the benefit of humans [14]. Sedenberg et al.
apply the Fair Information Practice (FIP) principles [27]
in design for commercial therapeutic robots; they suggest
privacy and ethics be implemented in system design with data
access and review, dynamic user consent models, general
privacy controls, awareness of existing laws, responsible data
sharing, and anticipation of unintended consequences [28].
Our survey revealed no existing set of fundamental design
principles for robot design at large. However, design principles exist for specific robotics subdomains. Adamides et
al. created a taxonomy of design guidelines for teleoperated

robots [29]. Beer et al. created design guidelines for mobile
manipulator robots to enable aging at home [30]. Leenes et
al. discuss guidelines for dealing with four legal and ethical
issues in the field of robotics: keeping up with innovation,
balancing innovation with human rights, preserving social
norms, and balancing effectiveness and legitimacy of regulation [31]. Elara et al. discuss design principles for robotinclusive spaces [32]. Most relevant to our own work, Reuben
et al. developed a design taxonomy for privacy-sensitive
robotics that does not address sensor selection, which is a
critical design consideration for enhancing privacy in robot
design [33].
Legal scholars are concerned about the potential privacy
harms that robots may introduce. Calo believes the social
dimension of robotics opens at least three potential privacy harms: the presence of robots in certain spaces may
reduce opportunities for self-reflection; social robots may
have abilities to extract sensitive information from people
in unforeseen ways; and descriptions of human-robot interactions may provide a new type of sensitive personal
information [34]. Kerr argues that, because robots operating
independently of human intervention definitively implicate
privacy, legal systems will need to reexamine established
privacy relationships between humans and robotics [35]. In
our global and ever-increasing regulatory ecosystem in which
engineers are expected to design “reasonable privacy” into
the products, devices, and appliances they create, it behooves
us to mitigate the risks of privacy harm as we design robots.
III. S URVEY OF P RIVACY P RINCIPLES IN ROBOT D ESIGN
In our survey, we followed the principles of systematic review as detailed by Kitchenham [36]. Our research question
for the survey is, “What efforts have been made to address
privacy in the design of robots?” Due to space limitations,
our methodology is not fully disclosed in this paper.
Our survey focused on the top peer-reviewed robotics journals and conference proceedings, according to the Google
Scholar h5-index ranking [37] and the InCites Journal Citation Reports [38]. We consulted well-established robotics
researchers to gauge their views about which publications
should be included in our study. Ultimately, thirty-four
publications were included. Of the ~89,120 available robotics
documents published from 1982 through August 28th, 2019,
520 in total mentioned privacy. Of those, 461 were peerreviewed papers from which we extracted statements about
privacy. These statements comprised a dataset of over 900
unique privacy considerations from the robotics literature.
Approximately half of one percent of the documents in the
surveyed robotics literature even mention privacy.
We uncovered three general perspectives of privacy in the
robotics literature. The first perspective emphasizes seclusion by an individual, indicating ability to delineate a personal space [2][14][15][18]. The second perspective emphasizes communicating information and delineating information flows [16][17][22][23]. The third perspective recognizes
both a secluded, personal space as well as the outflow of
information from that space [20][21]. The key takeaway here
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is that a robotic system creates privacy vulnerabilities when
an information flow from an individual’s personal space is
induced that ignores preferences of that individual’s selfexpression. We must responsibly address these privacy values
and preferences in robot design.
IV. P RIVACY-E NHANCING S ENSORS FOR ROBOT D ESIGN
Sensors are essential robot components. Architecting a
robot’s sensor complex requires a thorough understanding
of the robot’s envisaged tasks and goals as well as an
appreciation for available sensing options to ensure privacy is enhanced rather than made vulnerable. We now
overview design considerations associated with particular
sensors that roboticists currently employ due to their privacyenhancing properties. Note that the privacy-enhancing design
modifications highlighted here were often made to increase
performance; formal privacy guarantees were not provided.
Simple depth sensors project signals into free space and
detect the signal amount returned back to measure distance.
These sensors allow a robot to only determine the existence
or presence of an individual rather than identity. (We limit
our study to simple depth sensors; future work will further
consider depth sensor-based smartphone unlocking via facial
mapping [39]). By obtaining 3D imagery in a space, distance/depth sensors provide information that aid in goal/task
completion while preserving privacy. For example, laser
range finders (LRFs) detect a human’s presence rather than
their identity thereby preserving privacy [40][41]. Depth imagers such as the Microsoft Kinect recognize human activity
while enhancing privacy by only capturing a human’s depth
profile [42]. One building occupancy profiling system uses
depth sensors to only sense a human’s presence rather than
their identity, thereby protecting privacy while maintaining
high accuracy rates [43]. Depth sensors can detect a fallen
elderly person in medical and living environments while protecting privacy more than visible-light cameras do because
they sense a human’s presence rather than their identity [44].
Should a depth sensor be combined with any other sensor
(such as a location sensor), the identity of the person in
a bed is potentially vulnerable to privacy invasions. These
examples provide compelling evidence of ways in which
distance/depth sensors aid in goal/task achievement while
seeking to enhance privacy. Sometimes goal/task achievement merely requires that something at a specific distance be
recognized rather than identified thereby preserving privacy.
Infrared light sensors enhance privacy because they can
detect existence and presence while protecting the identity of
a sensed individual [45]. Instead, light from passive infrared
reflectors or active infrared emitters is sensed to determine
position. One position-tracking system used passive infrared
reflectors to identify an elderly person’s position in a smart
home without sensing their identity to protect their privacy
[46]. An elderly adult monitoring system tracked the position
of a robotic walker by detecting infrared LEDs on the
walker using a camera affixed with an infrared band-pass
filter, thereby protecting privacy by sensing the individual’s
position rather than their identity [47]. By choosing to only

sense infrared light from reflectors and emitters, one can
focus on determining position to support tracking while also
minimizing the potential for privacy vulnerabilities.
Binary sensors are useful for activity discovery in detection systems; for example, door barrier sensors and motion
detectors simply detect whether an event has happened
rather than what has happened [48]. Consider an occupancy detection system that uses binary door open/close
sensors to estimate occupancy; it enhances privacy by not
introducing unnecessary additional information that would
otherwise have been collected by cameras or RFID sensors
[49]. Roboticists employed directional, binary sensor beams
to track two agents moving in a multi-room environment
as a way to protect privacy [50]. Binary detection beams
have also proven useful in assistive living environments for
their privacy-preserving nature [51]. Having said this, it is
important to stress that using binary sensors in conjunction
with or as a trigger for a camera undermines the very privacypreserving properties of a binary sensor that we wish to
leverage. As a rule of thumb, engineers should deliberately
select the least privacy-invasive sensor that will still allow
the robot under design to accomplish a given task or goal.
Force sensors translate a load or weight into a quantifiable
output. Roboticists have applied findings from human gait
analysis to track robots in a home environment with force
sensors, believing that force sensors introduce fewer privacy
vulnerabilities than visible-light cameras [52]. Studies show
humans can, in fact, be identified by gait using images from
visible-light cameras [53]. One commercial example of a
contact force measurement system is the Nintendo Wii Balance Board, which enables motion recognition solely using
force data [54]. We were unable to find evidence, however,
that an individual’s identity has ever been determined using a
Nintendo Wii Balance Board. Understanding context-specific
goal and task requirements is important when selecting
sensors, and force sensors warrant consideration to reduce
privacy vulnerabilities in a sensing system.
Finally, a compass senses the earth’s magnetic field and
points to magnetic north with strong accuracy. Robots can
use a magnetic field strength map to localize in a manner
that preserves privacy, since magnetic field-based localization
relies on data not considered private or sensitive [55][56]. In
summary, to ensure privacy by design, a robot should be
equipped with the least invasive set of sensors needed to
accomplish a particular task.
V. S ENSORS T HAT M AY I NTRODUCE P RIVACY
V ULNERABILITIES IN ROBOT D ESIGN
This section overviews sensors that despite their perhaps
cheaper cost may over-collect and invade privacy.
Visible-light cameras (or, cameras) create privacy vulnerabilities across a range of applications. Sensing human behavior with cameras introduces privacy vulnerabilities because
the data from a camera can be used to directly identify
an individual’s personal and specific attributes. Elder/patient
monitoring systems that use cameras create privacy vulnerabilities because cameras can reveal a medical subject’s iden-
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tity [57][58][59][60][61][62]. Similarly, systems that track
people using cameras can not only reveal the identity of
an individual, but can also be used to identify a person’s
location at a specific time [40][41][49][63][64]. Activity
recognition systems that rely on cameras as the primary
input also introduce additional risk for privacy invasion
because because some actions and/or habits of a known
person can be highly sensitive [65][66][67][68]. As previously mentioned, gait analysis systems—especially those
that use cameras—create privacy vulnerabilities because gait
analysis has proven to be an effective way to identify specific
individuals [53][69][70]. The literature is full of examples
of cameras that were deployed on robots, putting privacy at
risk due to the ability to identify individuals within operating
environments [71][72][73][74][75][76][77]. Moreover, using
cameras to perform simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM) [56][78] and path planning [79] also put privacy at
risk for the same reasons.
Cameras create privacy vulnerabilities for two primary
reasons. The first reason is the amount of personal information captured by a camera [28][45][80]. Increasing
the resolution of a camera only increases the detail and
quantity of the captured information, creating additional
privacy vulnerabilities [81]. The second reason is camera
usage without providing notice and awareness to the user
[41][82] as required by the FIP principles [27]. In our
survey, 84% of the extracted privacy statements concerning
sensor selection were about visible-light cameras. Although
anecdotal at best, this statistic suggests an over-reliance
on cameras in robot design, which unnecessarily introduce
privacy vulnerabilities when more privacy-enhancing sensors
are available. That being said, image pixelization techniques
grounded in differential privacy [83] have been explored to
reduce the privacy vulnerabilities present in cameras [84].
Microphones transduce sound into electrical signals. As
such, they introduce specific privacy vulnerabilities. Roboticists have acknowledged that privacy vulnerabilities from
microphones can stem from the perceived lack of privacy
in a public space [85] or the unintentional collection of
voice information [86]. Unintentional collection of voice
information is a serious concern among privacy advocates
because of the objective and subjective privacy harms rendered by this practice [34]. Moreover, given that the GDPR
requires explicit consent from individuals about whom information is collected and views this requirement as “reasonable privacy,” sensor complexes containing microphones
that do not provide notice of audio recording to bystanders
[82] or fail to obtain user consent to intentionally record
voice data [87] would lead to financial penalties for the
company that produces such a robot. These risks must
be carefully examined before employing microphones to
accomplish robot goals and tasks that might otherwise be
achievable with a different, more privacy-enhancing sensor.
For example, a human behavior-logging system used a boneconduction microphone to only record the user’s voice and
avoid recording the voice of another conversation participant
[87]. The bone-conduction microphone can only sense the

voice of the wearer, enhancing the privacy of any other
conversation participant who may not have consented to
having their voice recorded.
Biometric sensors use biological information (iris pattern,
fingerprint, etc.) to identify a person. These sensors make
privacy vulnerable because the information collected is personal and unchangeable. Haptic authentication techniques,
which use patterns in user interactions to authenticate users,
are a good alternative to biometric authentication techniques
because they introduce fewer privacy vulnerabilities than
biometrics, since haptic authentication does not rely on individuated, immutable biological data [88]. Biometric sensors
introduce privacy vulnerabilities that can be mitigated by
choosing less-invasive authentication mechanisms.
Geolocation sensors process a signal transmitted from a
satellite for geospatial positioning. A sensor complex using
geolocation creates privacy vulnerabilities because location
information is inevitably tied to an individual. For example,
geolocation information is used to analyze traffic flow rates.
Rather than using an individual’s personal geolocation information, the position of vacant autonomous vehicles can
provide detailed traffic flow rates without introducing privacy
vulnerabilities [89]. Geolocation information allows users to
be identified in Mobility-on-Demand systems that monitor,
for example, pickup and dropoff locations. One way in which
this privacy risk can be mitigated without significant impact
to performance is to instead report a pickup or dropoff
location within a given radius rather than the location itself
[90]. Again, it is important to not only consider the privacy
risks introduced by certain sensors, but to also seek ways
to mitigate those risks, such as by disassociating specific
location information from individuals.
Usage sensors identify how much an appliance or service
is used. When used in isolation and not combined with
personally identifiable information, they may be used as
privacy-enhancing sensors. However, consider an activity discovery and detection system that measures home electricity
and water usage to identify activities. On the one hand, if
there are multiple individuals in a home, the system may be
unable to identify the specific individuals who used the water
with certainty. However, in the case of a single-occupancy
home, such privacy is not guaranteed [48]. An occupancy
detection system that measures carbon dioxide concentration
and HVAC activation levels in a commercial building may
preserve privacy of the individuals working in a commercial
building, but in a single occupancy home privacy is not
similarly preserved [49]. Although carbon dioxide sensors
have been touted as providing privacy because they can
measure building occupancy without the potential to identify
occupants [45], one cannot ignore the context in which such
a sensor is being used and include that context as a critical
part of privacy impact assessment.
Finally, as was previously discussed, depth sensors protect
privacy because they sense presence or existence rather
than identity. However, high-resolution depth images, though
they do not sense information which allows for direct
identification of a person, can be combined with machine
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learning techniques to identify a person by their unique gait
[91]. Though a sensor may reduce the presence of privacy
vulnerabilities, it is important to understand the full extent of
the privacy vulnerabilities introduced by a particular sensor.
VI. R ECOMMENDATIONS
Our recommendations provide engineers with concrete
guidance about how to address privacy in robot design. These
initial recommendations are by no means exclusive, but do
form the basis for this initial work.
Assess a robot’s purpose and environment to determine
and thwart privacy vulnerabilities. Before we can choose
appropriate sensors, we must first understand the robot’s
purpose and the environment in which the robot will operate. Integrating robots into society will require continued
technical advancements as well as concerted attention to the
many contexts for which robots are designed, each context
posing unique yet important privacy implications. Our first
recommendation is to assess the envisaged robot’s purpose
and the tasks it must achieve, as well as the environment
in which the robot must operate. Understanding a robot’s
purpose and tasks focuses the designer’s attention on what
is critical for the robot’s successful operation and acceptance.
Considering the environment in which the robot must operate
enables robot designers to identify the ways in which the
environment may undermine the very privacy preserving
properties we seek to achieve. For example, by actively considering the differences between objects and people we can
better leverage the self-determination that humans possess
and that objects do not.
Judicious sensor selection in robot design is essential for reducing privacy vulnerabilities. Robot designers
must increasingly consider the indirect and direct effects
that particular technologies, such as sensors, may have
on individuals. Intelligently selecting sensors so as to not
overcollect information that is not essential for a specific
robot task or objective is critical to designing privacyaware and privacy-preserving robots. Kőiva et al. modified
their mechatronic fingernail design from using a microphone
to using an accelerometer for sensing vibrations because
voices were being unintentionally collected [86]. Frassl et
al. built a magnetic field map of an indoor environment and
used compass-based localization to an accuracy within nine
centimeters from ground truth thereby enhancing privacy
[55]. Rio et al. tracked a Turtlebot 2 using a load-sensing
floor to within four centimeters of ground truth rather than
using a more privacy invasive camera [52]. Rather than
deploying a motion capture system, Yabuki et al. were able
to recognize seven types of exercise motions in a care center
using a Nintendo Wii balance board with an accuracy rate
of 75% [54]. Wu et al. combined joint angles and depth
maps to perform human activity recognition with state-ofthe-art performance while also enhancing privacy [42]. Do
et al. performed human position tracking with accuracy rates
of 86% by fusing information from passive infrared sensors
and a thigh-mounted inertial measurement unit instead of
using cameras [46]. These examples demonstrate that it

is possible to accomplish a required task or goal while
enhancing privacy. These examples also comprise a standard
of care for what “reasonable privacy” means within the
robotics industry. Regulators will come to expect such due
diligence from engineers in robot design.
To our knowledge, no case law has yet emerged due
to robot sensors that may have over collected and thereby
introduced privacy concerns; however, important legal considerations do exist with respect to intelligent systems. My
Friend Cayla, released in 2015, is a children’s doll that
uses speech recognition technology and leverages Internet
connectivity. When the doll is asked a question, the query
is sent via Bluetooth to a smartphone for decoding, and
an answer is retrieved from the Internet. This doll garnered
regulatory actions in Germany when a government watchdog
determined the doll to be a “concealed transmitting device,”
the possession of which violates the German Telecommunications Act [92]. Similarly, the Alexa virtual assistant,
upon detection of a wake word, captures and transmits audio
to Amazon’s cloud. Alexa’s sensing regime provides no
avenue for a person to grant or revoke consent to record.
This approach may be found by courts in future litigation
to violate two-party consent law, particularly in the U.S.
state of Washington [93]. Although these considerations are
focused on intelligent systems more generally, they illustrate
an important robot design consideration: to understand how
a sensor impacts privacy is critical in the robot design
process—the very act of considering these impacts enables
engineers to prove due diligence in a court of law when a
regulator questions whether “reasonable privacy” is afforded
by a particular robot.
Our intent in providing this recommendation is to provide
roboticists with a new tool for reducing privacy vulnerabilities. Designing to address issues of consent and control are
vitally important, and we do not seek to draw away from
the importance of these complementary techniques. Again,
to ensure privacy by design, a robot should be equipped
with the least invasive set of sensors needed to accomplish
a particular task.
Roboticists must embrace both privacy and performance as fundamental design challenges to be addressed
early in the robot lifecycle.
Our literature review revealed that robot designers are
very concerned with performance. In software engineering,
both performance and privacy requirements are classified
as non-functional requirements [94]. Non-functional system
requirements specify criteria that can be used to judge overall
system operation rather than just specific behaviors. Privacy
requirements must also be incorporated into the analysis of
non-functional robot design requirements to ensure that all
non-functional requirements are adequately addressed.
Empirical studies are important and needed to develop
a deeper understanding of how privacy values are influenced by context and how that context must inform the
robot design process. Carefully assessing a robot’s purpose
and work environment is critical. Our literature review included many empirical studies that underscore the fact that
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people’s opinions are split with respect to whether or not
assistive robots preserve privacy. For example, an eldercare
robotics study with 300 robotics experts and non-experts
participating sought to understand perceptions about different
eldercare robots [95]. Study participants noted that a bathing
robot would grant more privacy than a human assistant. In
contrast, participants from the same study felt a teddy-bear
robot used for in-room monitoring was “a full-time invasion
of privacy” [95]. Although both robots were designed to
assist the elderly, the robot designed to bathe the elderly
was considered more acceptable than the robot designed to
monitor. This highlights the importance of empirical studies
to develop an understanding about individuals’ perceptions
about privacy as well as how context plays a role in whether
or not something is considered a privacy invasion.
Empirical studies also demonstrated privacy’s contextual
nature. Consider a study that surveyed twelve adults (average
age of 25) to examine user preferences regarding an in-home
social robot. Most participants said they would not use the
robot if it used a camera [77]. In contrast, consider another
study that surveyed ten adults in a workplace environment
equipped with a social workplace robot; in this study, the
participants did not express any privacy concerns about
the robot collecting their personal information even though
this robot also had a camera [16]. A third study surveyed
twelve older adults in care facilities equipped with mobile
remote presence systems. The older adults in this study raised
privacy concerns primarily when discussing etiquette and
managing visitors to their facility, but were still willing to
use the robot if its benefits were made clear [96].
It is important to note that the quality of scientific design
and analysis in many empirical studies in the robotics literature are lagging in formality and rigor in comparison to other
engineering, computing, or scientific fields. For example, one
cannot broadly generalize from a study with 12 humans as to
how privacy should be addressed across domains or robots.
To this end, we advocate for more empirical studies to help
illuminate individuals’ privacy values in various contexts,
and also advocate for more empirical rigor in the design
and execution of these studies as well.
Personal privacy expectations vary across individuals,
and robots must be designed to adapt to differing
expectations. Studies highlight the fact that context and
user preference have a significant effect on privacy concerns
stemming from interactions with a robot [77][97][98][99].
Individual preferences to welcome particular or limited information outflows can be objectively addressed by selecting
sensors that minimize data acquisition. The subjective aspect
of such preferences must be considered during robot design.
How an individual perceives potential privacy harms is just
as important as the actual harms that can be rendered by
a robot. Similarly, building privacy into a robot requires
considering both the physical capacity of a robot to induce
unwelcome information flows from an individual as well
as the contextual, preferential aspects of what an individual
considers to be unwelcome.
Privacy Impact Assessments (PIAs) can help engineers

ensure robot sensors are selected to enhance privacy. PIAs
provide an analysis framework to understand how personally
identifiable information (PII) is used over a system’s life
cycle [100]. PIAs typically force engineers to consider: what
information is being collected; why is the information being
collected; what is the intended use of the information; with
whom will the information be shared; what opportunities
do individuals or businesses have to decline to provide
information (i.e., where providing information is voluntary)
or to consent to particular uses of the information and how
can they grant such consent; and how will the information
be secured [101]? The questions asked during a PIA (and
the subsequent analysis undertaken to answer them) can
assist roboticists in designing robots that mitigate real and/or
perceived privacy risks.
VII. S UMMARY & F UTURE W ORK
Our paper was motivated by an honest curiosity to learn
how roboticists address privacy in the systems they build. We
conducted our survey spanning 37 years of robotics literature
and found evidence that roboticists are grappling with how
to address privacy in robot design. This literature review
surveys the top robotics journals and conferences over the
past four decades to identify potential contributions with
respect to privacy in robot design. We provide initial design
recommendations to aid roboticists as they mitigate the
risks that emerge when privacy is not a fundamental design
consideration. We propose several approaches for roboticists
to employ to address privacy, including: carefully assessing a
robot’s purpose and work environment; cautiously selecting
sensors so as to not overcollect information that is not
essential to the core objectives for a given robot; embracing
privacy and performance not as orthogonal considerations,
but as fundamental design challenges to be addressed early
in the robot lifecycle; and performing Privacy Impact Assessments to systematically design privacy in from the onset.
There exist additional sources for privacy requirements
that must be met in robot design; for example, those enshrined in technical standards. Given the size and richness
of our data set, such additional analysis was beyond the scope
of our project. However, standards are an important source of
requirements that would also benefit from a similar survey.
Our immediate plans for future work include: developing
a sensor evaluation tool with heuristics to aid robot designers in considering privacy preserving options for sensor
selection; and creating a robot-specific PIA tool to guide
roboticists beyond sensor selection in considering the context, the environment, and constraints within which a robot
must operate as we seek to preserve privacy. Additional work
may include a systematic investigation of the PII that can be
collected by given sensor classes to more easily map to specific regulatory frameworks, thereby enabling engineers to
demonstrate due diligence in their robot designs to regulatory
overseers. Finally, we are designing an empirical study to
investigate how roboticists think about and approach sensor
selection with respect to a sensor’s potential to introduce
privacy vulnerabilities or protect privacy.
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